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below the A1 critical temperature,
which is never the case in induction
hardening. While CCT diagrams take
into consideration continuous cooling
during quenching, the cooling curve
assumes a particular (typically con-
stant) cooling rate, which is often not a
valid assumption in spray quenching,
particularly in induction scan hard-
ening applications.7

In addition, the samples used to de-
velop these diagrams had small cross
sections. Therefore, there will be in-
herent errors in trying to apply the
curves to larger components and parts
having complex shapes (gears and
shafts, for example). Also note that
components having different “surface
area-to-volume” ratios have different
cooling characteristics.

Heat transfer: In induction hard-
ening, the heat-exchange process be-
tween the surface of the heated com-
ponent and the quenchant is a

function, among other factors, of the
surface temperature, which is not con-
stant. In addition, the workpiece tem-
perature prior to quenching (the
austenitizing temperature) is typically
not identical to that in the material’s
CCT diagram. Also, the temperature

distribution prior to quenching is
nonuniform.

The existence of a cold core that acts
as a heat sink has a marked effect on
the severity of the cooling rate during
quenching. In induction surface hard-
ening (case hardening), the total
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Fig. 2 — Continuous cooling-transformation (CCT) diagram for AISI 15B41 steel
(0.42 C, 1.61 Mn, 0.29 Si, 0.006 P, 0.019 S, 0.004 B), grain size: 7–8 (Ref. 4). Legend: A
= austenite, F = ferrite, P = pearlite, B = bainite, and M = martensite. Hardness values are
Rockwell C or B scale.

Fig. 3 — Computer modeling results illustrate the dynamics of induction scan hardening as a sequence of process stages while a single-turn, MIQ-
type inductor moves along a carbon steel shaft. Frequency: 10 kHz. Presence of radial and longitudinal “heat sink” effects can clearly be observed.
To accommodate the shaft’s geometry, coil power and scan rate were varied at different process stages. To properly harden the shaft’s fillet area, a 3 second
dwell is incorporated at the beginning of the cycle. During the dwell, the inductor is energized but does not move, and no quenchant is applied.
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quench severity is a product of the
severity of surface cooling by the
quenchant and internal cooling due to
thermal conduction of heat from the
surface toward the cold core (the so-
called “heat sink” phenomenon).

To complicate matters further, in
induction scan hardening, there is
both radial cooling and axial (longi-
tudinal) heat transfer. It is  important
to take axial thermal conduction into
consideration when low and mod-
erate scan rates are applied.

Process simulation: Computer
modeling can be used to dramatically
illustrate the dynamics of induction
scan hardening as a sequence of dif-
ferent process stages. The example
shown in Fig. 3 is for a single-turn
MIQ (machined integral quench)-type
inductor moving along a carbon steel
shaft. Frequency is 10 kHz. Both radial
cooling and longitudinal heat transfer
due to the “heat sink” effect can clearly
be seen. To accommodate the shaft’s
geometry, shown in Fig. 3(a), coil
power and scan rate were varied at
different process stages. To properly
harden the shaft’s fillet area, a 3 second
dwell was incorporated at the begin-
ning of the scan, Fig. 3(b) and (c),
where the inductor was energized but
did not move. Quenching was not ap-
plied during this inductor dwell.

When higher frequencies and
shorter heating times are used for
larger parts (greater diameters or
thicknesses), the heat sink or cold core
effect is more pronounced, which in-
creases overall cooling severity.

Use with care: Therefore, although
TTT and CCT diagrams can help heat
treaters understand the basic phe-
nomena and principles of heat treat-
ment, they have inherent limitations
when applied to induction hardening,
and should be applied with
care.
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